In uential and recent selected works concerning mutual interaction between electromagnetic elds and a rotating (Kerr) black hole are summarized. Vacuum solutions (exact and perturbative), electrodynamic approximation of test particles in electrovacuum elds, and force-free magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) ows are mentioned. Equations and corresponding boundary conditions which govern waves in the background magnetosphere are formulated, keeping properly all the dragging terms which become important near the black-hole horizon.
Introduction
Historically, interaction between rotating black holes, electromagnetic elds, and surrounding material has been studied in three steps | with increasing complexity and relevance to realistic astrophysical situations: (i) electrovacuum elds with test particles moving under combined in uence of electromagnetic forces and gravity; (ii) stationary force-free magnetospheres (axially symmetric solutions); and (iii) more complicated solutions (non-axisymmetric perturbations including MHD waves, in particular). We will brie y record the above-mentioned items and then we will look in more detail into equations relevant for description of waves in a magnetosphere around a rotating black hole.
In the 1970s, a general framework was developed for constructing stationary electrovacuum Maxwell equations in the xed background metric of the Kerr black hole. Pre-1973 works were summarized by Ru ni, 1 more recently by e.g. Karas 2 with particular emphasis on the e ects of rotation. Wald's 3 construction of axisymmetric test elds in the Kerr background metric has been used by many authors as a`seed' for describing aligned test elds. It was found that aligned stationary elds are expelled out of the black-hole horizon when its angular-momentum parameter increases, and the magnetic ux across the horizon of the maximally rotating black hole vanishes completely in the extremely rotating case. 4;5 It was speculated 6 that this behaviour of magnetic uxes threading black holes might constrain the power which can be electromagnetically extracted from a black hole, and the situation is even more complex if the magnetic eld is to be supported by an astrophysically realistic accretion disk. 7 As an alternative to the approach of test elds in a pre-determined metric, exact solutions of coupled Einstein-Maxwell equations were found for certain simpli ed con gurations: a magnetized black hole immersed in an aligned eld 8;9;10 is a particularly important example. Karas & Vokrouhlick y 11 then examined a non-trivial relation between Wald's solution and the corresponding exact solution in the limit of a weak electromagnetic eld (but not necessarily weak gravitational eld near the black-hole horizon).
In this contribution we brie y summarize older works which declared original motivations. We formulate equations for MHD waves in force-free magnetospheres and write them explicitly under speci c assumptions.
2 Force-free magnetospheres around rotating black holes Analysis of electrovacuum stationary test elds resulted in beautiful analytical solutions, astrophysical relevance of which remains, however, rather limited. As the rst approximation, motion of cold plasma (consisting of electrically charged particles with negligible inertia) a was treated by Damour et al. 13 The main motivation to adopt the cold-plasma approximation was to study possible e ects of collimation in very rare ed cosmic matter but hydrodynamic description appears more relevant in many situations. It was the well-known work of Blandford & Znajek 14 which greatly revived interest in these topics by studying electrodynamic e ects in a force-free magnetosphere of the Kerr black hole. The main idea of their paper (which is linked to analogous problems of the pulsar physics) articulated the hope that rotational energy of a black hole could be transferred electromagnetically to accelerated particles. Distant particles might become collimated and form out owing jets. The original formulation required major improvements which are the subject of numerous follow-up papers during 1980s. Phinney 15 wrote the energy-momentum tensor of the material as a sum of contributions from ideal uid plus a contribution from electromagnetic eld (including in this way also the e ects of inertia of the uid) but he still assumed the force-free condition. Di culties in treating black-hole force-free magnetospheres resulted in critical reconsiderations 16 and consistent MHD treatment had to be developed. An alternative approach has been described by Camenzind 17 and collaborators who examined, in a series of articles, acceleration and collimation of relativistic hydromagnetic winds (see also Kennel et al; 18 Okamoto 19 ). Linear perturbation theory of the forcefree magnetospheres has been developed by Uchida 20 two-component plasma and concluded that gravitomagnetic terms do not signi cantly modify Ohm's law unless either the plasma is charged (in its local rest frame) or MHD approximation breaks down. Quite naturally, e ects of general relativity may become important only close to the black-hole horizon where gravity is strong and the terms proportional to g t cannot be neglected.
Basic assumptions and equations for a stationary and axisymmetric
force-free magnetosphere
In this section we will summarize basic equations describing a stationary axisymmetric force-free magnetosphere around a rotating black hole. We assume that the gravity of plasma and electromagnetic eld are weak compared with the gravity of the black hole. Therefore the background geometry of the magnetosphere is described by the Kerr metric Throughout this paper we use Boyer-Lindquist's coordinates and geometrized units with c = G = 1 and 0 = 4 in standard notation. The electromagnetic eld is described by the tensor F which satis es Maxwell's equations F ; ]cycl: = 0 ; F ; = 4 J ; (1) where J is a four-vector of the electric current induced by the uid.
Here we describe plasma as a perfect uid with four-velocity U ; mass density ; pressure p, macroscopic electric charge density e , and the corresponding current J = e U . (The last assumption is actually a strong condition on the character of plasma but detailed discussion of its validity remains beyond the scope of the present paper.) The uid is assumed to be barotropic and its relative permitivity and permeability are as in vacuum, i.e. p = p( ) and " r = r = 1. Velocity of the uid is normalized to unity, g U U = ?1.
The electric charge is conserved: b ( e U ) ; = 0; (2) and, by de nition of the force-free magnetosphere, the electric eld vanishes in the uid rest frame, that is F U = 0: 
There should be also an electromagnetic part present in the above equations, but the force-free condition ensures that this part is zero. This means that the uid and the electromagnetic eld do not interact directly with each other, which is not much surprising since the force-free condition sets the Lorenz force on the elements of the uid equal to zero. The last assumption we make about the background magnetosphere concerns stationarity and axial symmetry around the rotation axis of the the black hole. This means that every quantity is independent of t and ', in other words, time and angular derivatives of each quantity vanish everywhere. Notice that there exist four constants that are conserved along each ow line: (i) the angular velocity of magnetic eld lines F F tr =F r' = F t =F ' ; (ii) the toroidal The uid velocity and the tensor of the electromagnetic eld can be expressed in terms of the charge density e , the quantity , the vector potential A ' , the metric and the four constants of motion in the following way: 
F t' = 0 ; F r = sin B T ;
where R 2 = g 2 t' ?g tt g '' = sin 2 . These expressions guarantee that all basic equations (1){(4) but for six of them are satis ed. The six remaining equations represent the r-component (or, equivalently, the -component) of the force-free condition (3), the normalization of the four-velocity, t-and '-components of inhomogeneous Maxwell's equations (1), contraction of the equations of motion (4) with four-vector of the uid velocity, and contraction of the equations of motion with a vector linearly independent of the four-velocity and time and axial Killing vectors c k = (@ t ) ; m = (@ ' ) . These relations have the form of nonlinear di erential equations that, on the condition that the functions F ; B T ; e and l are speci ed, determine the unknown functions ; e and the vector potential A .
Boundary conditions for the electromagnetic eld and for the uid's velocity on the horizon (r H = M + p M 2 ? a 2 , H a=(r 2 + a 2 )) are U r = r 2 + a 2 (U t + H U ' ) ; B T = r 2 + a 2 sin ( F ? H )F ' : (7) 3 MHD waves in black-hole magnetospheres
In this section we consider a small-amplitude non-axisymmetric perturbation superposed on the unperturbed state from the previous paragraphs. We assume that the perturbations have the form of an axially propagating wave, i.e. (t; r; ; ') = (r; ) e i(!t?m') where ; ; !=m are the perturbation, the amplitude of the perturbation and the axial velocity of the wave (m is an integer), respectively. Arbitrary nonstationary and non-axisymetric perturbation can be resolved into (or, vice-versa, constructed from) these particular perturbations. Functions (r; ) represent the Fourier-transformed perturbations (t; r; ; '). 
where f is the amplitude of the perturbation of the electromagnetic eld. Because f is expressed in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, it is divergent on the horizon. Therefore we introduced functions e and b in such a way that they don't diverge. Now we will write down all the basic equations which will be linearized in perturbations. Because of antisymmetry of the electromagnetic tensor there are only three independent equations out of the four force-free c The contraction of the equations of motion with these Killing vectors implies conservation of energy e and angular momentum l per unit charge along the ow lines.
d Here one should write (r; ; !; m), to be exact, but we will prefer the brief notation.
conditions. They can be rewritten in the following form (we emphasize the rst-order perturbations by underlining the corresponding quantities twice):
? l S e ? e S l + sin 2 B T U t (11) where e = ? u t ; l = u ' and u are the amplitudes of the perturbations of the uid velocity. Quantities e S ; l S and U t S are the corresponding quantities for uid which would move purely axially with the angular velocity d'=dt = U ' S =U t S = F (with the same pressure, mass and charge density). One can easily verify that this purely axially moving uid satis es the force-free condition, however it does not necessarily have to satisfy other basic equations.
As we express the electromagnetic tensor perturbations in terms of the functions e and b (rather than vector potential), homogeneous Maxwell's equations must be also treated: (17) 1 (g t' e r + g tt b )
;r + sin 2 ' ) e + 1 1 + dp d e U r ;r + U ; + e K 1 (r; ) ? i! dp d ? e U r e;r + U e; + eK 2 (r; ) e = 0 ; (20) e l ;r u r + e l ; u + e U r l ;r + e U l ; + i e (!U t ? mU ' ) l + 1 1 + dp d l U r ;r + U ; + l K 1 (r; ) ? im dp d ? l U r e;r + U e; + lK 2 (r; ) e = 0 ; (21) where the complex functions K 1 (r; ) a K 2 (r; ) are
( ;r U r + ; U ) + i 1 + dp 28) where denotes one of the functions ; e ; u r ; u ; e; l; e ; b and again all quantities are evaluated on the horizon.
Conclusions
We derived equations (9){(25) that must be satis ed by nonstationary and non-axial perturbations of the stationary and axisymmetric magnetosphere. We also expressed boundary conditions (26){(28) for perturbations and their r-derivatives. All equations except the fourth equation of motion are given in an explicit form and they are well-suited for numerical calculations (work in progress).
